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Background: Early detection of chronic kidney disease (CKD) can lead to interventions to prevent renal failure and reduce risk for cardiovascular disease, yet adherence to treatment goals is suboptimal in the primary care setting. The purpose of this study was to assess whether clinical decision support (CDS) can be used to improve the identification and management of CKD.

Methods: This 2 year demonstration study was conducted in 11 primary care PPRNet practices. CDS included a risk assessment tool, health maintenance protocols, flow chart and a patient registry. Practices received performance reports and hosted annual half day on-site visits.

Results: There were statistically significant increases in screening for albuminuria (median 24 month change 30%, p < 0.0005) and monitoring albuminuria (median 24 month change 25%, p < 0.0005). An absolute 23.5% improvement in appropriate use of ACE-inhibitor or angiotensin receptor blocker and an absolute 7.0% improvement in hemoglobin measurement were not statistically significant. There were no clinical or statistically significant differences in other CKD CQMs. Facilitators to CDS use included practices’ prioritization of improving CKD and staff use of standing orders. Barriers included incorporating use into existing workflow and variable use among providers.

Conclusions: Use of CDS to improve CKD identification and management in primary care practices shows promise. However, other barriers must be addressed to effectively achieve improvements in CKD outcomes. (J Am Board Fam Med 2016;29:604 – 612.)
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with CKD. Electronic-health record (EHR)-based reminders and clinical decision support (CDS) have been identified as potential tools to improve the identification of CKD, facilitate monitoring, and improve adherence to treatment targets. To date, however, only a few small, single-site studies have evaluated the use of EHR-based tools to improve CKD care, and none have assessed provider and staff perceptions of their use.

This 2-year demonstration study was designed to assess the impact of EHR-based CDS tools on a set of primary care CKD clinical quality measures (CQMs). We previously published the consensus process used to develop these CQMs. The purpose of this article is to present the impact of the intervention and describe facilitators and barriers to the use of the CDS tools.

Methods

Study Practices

The study was conducted within the Primary Care Practices Research Network (PPRNet), a national primary care practice-based research network, from September 2012 to September 2014. At the time of the study, all network members used a common EHR (Practice Partner; McKesson, San Francisco, CA). Using an automated extraction program, members regularly pool data for quality improvement and research. Twelve practices in 12 states, representing 25 physicians and 15 midlevel providers, volunteered to participate in the study in response to recruitment via the PPRNet listserv and announcements at an annual network meeting (Table 1). Practices with fewer than 50 patients with CKD were excluded. The study was approved by the institutional review board at the Medical University of South Carolina.

CKD CDS Tools

Several EHR-based CDS tools were developed by the research team to improve the identification and management of CKD, including a CKD risk assessment tool, electronic health maintenance protocols, a CKD patient registry, and a CKD flowchart. The risk assessment tool (Figure 1) was designed to be embedded into general or disease-specific progress note templates for use by providers at the point of care. The tool prompted for at least annual estimated glomerular filtrate rate (eGFR) and urine albumin testing in patients with hypertension (HTN), diabetes mellitus (DM), or prior eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m². It also prompted the provider to diagnose CKD if a patient had an eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m². Additional prompts included a reminder of the patient’s blood pressure goal and need for an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) or angiotensin receptor blocker (ARB) based on the presence or absence of albuminuria, and a reminder for annual lipid and hemoglobin assessments for patients with a reduced eGFR.

Electronic health maintenance protocols were designed to be added to the EHR health maintenance tables. These protocols included prompts for eGFR, urine albumin, lipid, and hemoglobin testing when due based on customized rules (eg, eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m²).
monitoring every 6 months for patients with a last eGFR between 30 and 60 mL/min/1.73 m², hemoglobin monitoring every year for patients with a last eGFR <45 mL/min/1.73 m²). These rules could be applied to both patients at-risk for CKD (patients with DM and/or HTN) and patients with CKD.

An EHR-based CKD flowchart (Figure 2) was designed to enable providers to concisely view CKD parameters over time. This was intended to help providers diagnose CKD in a patient with a persistently reduced eGFR, track the progression of CKD, and facilitate monitoring of associated risk factors and treatment targets.

A CKD patient registry (Figure 3) included all patients with DM, HTN, or CKD in the practice, along with relevant clinical, laboratory, and medication parameters (e.g., most recent blood pressure, eGFR, date of last ACEI/ARB prescription). The registry also included lists of patients not meeting criteria for CKD CQMs.

**Intervention**

The study intervention, designed to facilitate the adoption of the CDS tools, included 2 half-day practice site visits annually and quarterly performance reports on the CKD CQMs. The first site visits were conducted during the first 2 months of
Site visits were conducted by 1 or 2 members of the research team (CBL, SMO) and attended by the clinical staff at each practice. At the initial site visit, the CDS tools were introduced and installed at each practice and CDS training was provided. Guidelines for CKD identification and management were presented, and baseline performance on CKD CQMs was reviewed. Practices were then encouraged to make plans to facilitate use of the CDS tools to improve CKD care, such as implementing standing orders for clinical staff based on the health maintenance protocols or regularly reviewing the patient registry. At the second site visit, CKD performance was again reviewed and any reported problems with the CDS tools were addressed. Previous plans for improvement were reviewed and progress reported; additional plans were made based on each practice’s individual needs. Between site visits, the research team contacted a representative from each practice via email quarterly to follow up on the practice’s improvement plans. All participating practices continued the usual PPRNet procedure for submitting data extracts and received quarterly practice-level performance reports for each CKD CQM, along with an updated CKD patient registry.

**Study Measures and Outcomes**

Table 2 lists the CKD CQMs. All data were obtained from EHR extracts from participating practices. Each CQM was calculated for active patients in each practice, defined as patients 18 years of age and older with a visit within the past year. For CQMs using eGFR, if not automatically calculated by a laboratory, eGFR was calculated using the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease equation, using each patient’s age, sex, and race, if available. If a patient’s race was not available, he or she was assumed to be nonblack for eGFR calculation. For CQMs applicable to patients with CKD, patients were considered to meet criteria for CKD if the most recent eGFR was \( \geq 60 \text{ mL/min/1.73 m}^2 \) and an eGFR >90 days before the most recent eGFR was also \( \geq 60 \text{ mL/min/1.73 m}^2 \), or if the patient had an albumin-to-creatinine ratio \( >30 \text{ mg/g} \). For CQMs assessing testing for albuminuria/proteinuria, spot urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio, 24-hour urine albumin excretion, spot urine protein-to-creatinine ratio, and 24-hour urine protein excretion were considered appropriate tests. Macroalbuminuria/proteinuria was defined as a urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio \( >300 \text{ mg/g} \), 24-hour urine albumin \( >300 \text{ mg} \), urine protein-to-creatinine ratio \( >500 \text{ mg/g} \), or 24-hour urine protein \( >500 \text{ mg} \).

**Statistical Analyses**

Mixed-effects regression models, controlling for baseline values and the number of eligible subjects, were used to assess change over time for each measure. For each measure, a quadratic model was...
initially assessed for fit; for those without a significant quadratic term, a linear model was used. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). P values <.05 were considered statistically significant.

Qualitative Data Collection and Analyses
Detailed field notes were taken at each site visit to describe practice characteristics and document the practice’s use of the CDS tools. To identify facilitators and barriers of CDS use for improving the identification and management of CKD, semistructured group interviews were conducted with all providers and staff at each practice during the second site visit. All qualitative data were reviewed by the research team. CDS use as reported by providers was summarized across practices. To characterize facilitators and barriers to the use of CDS to improve CKD care, qualitative data were organized into 4 domains (provider, patient, organizational, and technical factors) based on a previously published framework used to assess CDS uptake.18,19

Results
Practice characteristics are described in Table 1, including the number of providers, the number of clinical staff members, and the average number of patients assigned to each clinician. Practices ranged...
in size from 1 to 8 providers. One practice withdrew from the study after the initial site visit because of competing obligations. This practice's data were not included in the analysis. Another practice was unable to provide the final quarter of data because of a change in the extraction process. This practice's data were included in the analysis though July 1, 2014.

### Quantitative Results

Table 2 presents both baseline and final (24 months) practice performance and change in performance for each CKD CQM. At baseline, median practice performance was relatively low (<35%) for 3 of the CQMs (screening for albuminuria for patients with DM and/or HTN, monitoring albuminuria in patients with CKD, and blood pressure <130/80 mmHg in patients with CKD and macroalbuminuria or proteinuria.) Median practice performance on ACEI or ARB use for patients with CKD and HTN with macroalbuminuria or proteinuria was modest (53.5%), whereas median performance on all 7 other CQMs was >75%.

After 24 months, there were large statistically significant increases in 2 of the CQMs that were relatively low at baseline (screening for albuminuria for patients with DM and/or HTN and monitoring albuminuria in patients with CKD). An absolute 23.5% improvement in ACEI or ARB use for pa-
patients with CKD and HTN with macroalbuminuria or proteinuria was noted but was not statistically significant, nor was an absolute 7.0% improvement in hemoglobin measurement for patients with an eGFR <45 mL/min/1.73 m². There were no clinical or statistically significant differences in other CKD CQMs.

**Qualitative Results**

The majority of providers reported using the CKD risk assessment tool, although the frequency of use varied by provider in several practices. All but 1 practice reported using health maintenance protocols. Six practices reported regularly reviewing the patient registry. No practices reported regular use of the flowchart.

Provider-reported facilitators and barriers to using CDS to improve CKD management are summarized in Table 3. Providers generally felt that use of these tools helped improve CKD management by focusing their attention on CKD, although there was occasional provider disagreement and confusion about the recommendations embedded in these tools. For example, some providers did not agree with monitoring albuminuria in patients already taking an ACEI or ARB. As another example, while providers generally agreed with avoiding nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug in patients with CKD, they sometimes believed that the benefits to select patients occasionally outweighed the risks. Several providers reported that they did not monitor patients who were comanaged by nephrologists, thereby affecting performance on their monitoring CQMs. They also stated that nephrologists made changes in management that did not adhere to the CQMs (ie, taking patients off an ACEI or ARB). Some providers also reported overlooking some of the CDS tools available to them; no providers routinely used the CKD flowchart, and many providers reported forgetting that it was available.

Many practices reported prioritizing CKD improvement and implemented organizational changes to support use of the CDS tools for ordering tests, including adopting in-office urine albumin testing and establishing protocols for urine collection before office visits. Half of the practices used standing orders based on health maintenance protocols to empower staff to order appropriate laboratory tests. One third of practices used staff to review the patient registries and provide outreach to patients. In 2 practices, staff turnover was believed to impede the use of CDS tools.

**Table 3. Reported Facilitators and Barriers to Use of Clinical Decision Support Tools to Improve Chronic Kidney Disease Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitators</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provider factors</td>
<td>• CDS helps focus provider attention on CKD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Perception by users that CDS improves care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational factors</td>
<td>• Practice-wide prioritization of identifying patients with CKD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In-office urine collection and/or albumin testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Standing orders for laboratory tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patient registry used by staff for patient outreach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical factors</td>
<td>• CDS tools customized to workflow of practices by research team during site visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Research team able to troubleshoot CDS at site visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Research team demonstrated use of patient registry during site visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient factors</td>
<td>• Patient education about CKD (including educational handouts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Changing patients’ expectations to adhere to urine testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Disagreement about CKD guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Confusion about CKD guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Concerns about data validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patients comanaged by nephrologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of awareness of CDS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff turnover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Competing obligations (other incentive programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Failure to fully implement standing orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDS tools required “extra clicks”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Risk assessment tool did not always work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reports and tools did not capture labs ordered by specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of registry required re-identifying patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Concern about patients seeing diagnosis of CKD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Concern about overdiagnosis of CKD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CKD, chronic kidney disease; CDS, clinical decision support.
The CDS tools occasionally required modifications to work correctly at each practice. Some providers also felt that use of the tools required additional steps outside the existing workflow. At both site visits, the research team was able to make minor tweaks to the CDS tools to resolve any issues and ensure that they best accommodated practice workflow. A few practices reported that laboratory tests performed by specialists were not captured by the CDS tools.

Because these tools prompted providers to diagnose patients with CKD, some providers noted concern about overdiagnosing patients with CKD and also reported that patients were concerned when seeing this diagnosis in an after-visit summary. A few practices began embedding links to CKD patient education in these tools, which they reported was favorably received.

**Discussion**

In this study we were able to successfully develop and implement CDS tools for CKD that were used by the 11 participating practices. Our intervention resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of patients at risk for and with CKD who received testing for albuminuria, a major prognostic indicator for cardiovascular disease, progression of disease, and death. Through this additional testing, practices participating in this study identified hundreds more patients meeting criteria for CKD who may benefit from early interventions, such as blood pressure control, use of an ACEI or ARB, and assessment of cardiovascular risk factors.

The intervention did not result in significant changes in performance on the other 9 CKD CQMs. Clinically important improvements for 2 of these CQMs did not reach statistical significance because of heterogeneity among the practices, and baseline performance on 6 other CQMs was relatively high. One CQM with low performance at baseline did not improve (blood pressure <130/80 mmHg in patients with CKD and macroalbuminuria or proteinuria). However, the number of patients applicable for this measure increased throughout the course of the intervention as more patients were assessed for albuminuria, and the intervention may not have been long enough to achieve tight blood pressure control in these newly identified patients.

The qualitative evaluation provides some insights about how CDS tools may be effectively used in primary care practice. While the CKD risk assessment tool was designed to be used by providers to remind them of appropriate treatment targets such as blood pressure control, electronic health maintenance prompts were intended for use by clinical staff members in addition to providers. Many practices relied on clinical staff members to successfully operationalize the use of these prompts, particularly for urine albumin testing, for which there was significant improvement. These results suggest that some CDS tools, such as electronic reminders, may be more effective when operationalized by clinical staff rather than physicians.

Other organizational changes adopted by practices, such as establishing in-office urine collection, likely also improved adherence to urine albumin testing, highlighting the importance of integrating CDS use with other practice processes. In addition, as described in the qualitative evaluation, while some reported barriers were directly related to use of the CDS tools, many were related to sociotechnical factors, such as provider disagreement with the recommendations included in the CDS tools, staff turnover, and patient education that were not addressed by the CDS-focused intervention.

To date, few other studies of the use of CDS to improve CKD management in primary care have yielded mixed results. A prospective, nonrandomized study found that a CKD checklist incorporated into the EHR in 1 primary care clinic improved process CQMs such as testing for albuminuria and use of an ACEI/ARB, but not blood pressure control, consistent with the results of this study. In another single-center, cluster-randomized trial, automated reminders for primary care providers did not improve adherence to any outcomes, including assessment of albuminuria or blood pressure control. Similarly, a larger cluster-randomized trial of an enhanced laboratory prompt outside the EHR did not effectively improve adherence to CKD clinical practice guidelines.

This study has several limitations. First, the study was conducted within a small group of practices that had volunteered to participate, without a control group. Furthermore, 2 practices did not complete the study. Second, in addition to CDS tools, study practices received academic detailing and performance reports, which may have affected CKD management and limits our ability to isolate the independent effects of the CDS tools. Third, there was considerable variability in practice char-
acteristics including size, numbers and types of providers, and specialty. Finally, our outcomes included adherence to CKD CQMs, but our study was not designed to assess changes in blood pressure control, eGFR, or albuminuria, which could have important clinical relevance.

Conclusion
Despite these limitations, CDS tools show promise for improving the identification of patients with CKD in a group of diverse, “real-world” primary care practices, particularly when operationalized by clinical staff. However, organizational, provider, patient, and technical factors beyond the CDS tools themselves may affect whether they can be effectively used to improve care. For example, achieving improvements in CKD outcomes such as blood pressure control likely requires an additional focus on improving care coordination between primary care physicians and nephrologists and encouraging patient activation.21 Further comparison studies are needed to evaluate multifaceted interventions designed to combine CDS tools with these additional components to effectively improve CKD management in primary care.
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